DANGEROUS NEW SHOTS:
For information on this topic, please visit:
→ https://www.westonaprice.org/coronavirus/
(WAPF helped me reverse many cavities; they know about health.)
→ https://childrenshealthdefense.org/ (RFK, Jr.'s site)


SOLUTIONS:
1. From Maimonides, Laws of Fasts:
“...when a difficulty arises [which affects a community], and the people cry out [to G-d in prayer
to save them]...everyone will realize that [the
difficulty] occurred because of their evil conduct...This [realization, and their repentance and
prayers] will cause the removal of this difficulty
from among them.” [9]
My recommendation, as a Noahide (a righteous non-Jew who
receives instruction from the Orthodox rabbis), is to seek out the
guidance of reliable Orthodox rabbis in order to know what G-d
requires of non-Jews and Jews alike.
Note: Communist
dictatorships murdered >100 million in 20 th century. Some very
basic survival advice follows; it may be needed if the grid is
destroyed. The globalists know very well that few believe their
approved news networks anymore and that we'd reject more
lockdowns; why not just shut off the power and blame “China”?
2. The method used to grow food in the Garden of Eden has been
rediscovered! See Chapter 3 of my free book for more, e.g. 53
sheep on 1.25 acres; 95-99% reduction in watering; beets can be
pulled with two fingers; easy weeding that is truly fun; produce
that's tender & sweet, not tough & bitter; inveterate haters of a
food will love it when it's grown this way and'll ask for more; etc.
A nearly crippled person can easily grow food this way.
3. Rocket Mass Heaters consume 1/4 th to 1/10th of the fuel of a
wood stove and emit 1/1000th of the smoke. See Rocket Mass
Heater Builder's Guide (2015) and http://www.ernieanderica.info/
There is already a permitting system for RMHs in Portland, OR.
4. Please get a hand pump for your well w/ replacement gaskets.
5. Wayne Keith of DriveOnWood.com gets ~5200 miles/cord of
wood in his 1990s-era Dodge Dakota light pickup trucks, and this
same pre-WWII technology can be used to run electric generators (DC, please, so you aren't making dirty electricity). All plants
(including trees) grow much, much faster with Item 2 (above).
6. The Triple Solar Dehydrator quickly dries enormous amounts
of food w/o electricity. https://permies.com/t/solar-dehydrator
7. Storage foods: Pemmican; jerky, w/ lots of dry-rendered beef
fat to spread on it like butter; gelatin; unrefined salt; full wheels
of raw cheese; lactofermented vegetables; unwashed pastured
eggs last many months without refrigeration; dried vegetables &
fruit; recently dried beans and grains to be prepared according
to WAPF guidelines; real cod liver oil; raw butter; humic&fulvic
shale supplements for trace minerals; selenium; B 12; magnesium;
real vit. C from acerola, amla, etc.; seaweed for iodine; and so on.
8. You should have plenty of firearms and ammunition.
9. The simplest homemade rocket cookstoves consume 1/5 th of

the fuel of an open fire and emit little smoke; those that make
use of chimneys are even better and cost ~$10 to build in ~2015.
10. FermentingSeminar.org teaches real, mold-free, therapeuticgrade lactofermentation, in stark contrast with the multitude of
fake recipes online which say an open mason jar will do! Their
product site, ProbioticJar.com, includes free Quick Start Guide
and Expanded Guide at “How to Ferment” tab (homepage).
Whichever varieties you make, this is a wonderful storage food.
11. Canning of vegetable matter produces methanol (wood
alcohol), which can cause blindness, color blindness, multiple
sclerosis, and more. whilesciencesleeps.com/monte-diet/
12. Composting toilets are a great way to fertilize a fuel hedge,
and then the ashes can go to the garden.
13. Pellet boilers are now available. Surely they can be modified
to accept wood chunks made by the Keith Chunker (see Item 5).
14. Straw light clay/slipstraw is a building technique that can be
added to standard American framing to produce nontoxic, fireproof, insulated walls and fireproof ceiling insulation. Fast!
15. USA company (crosscutsaw.com) makes new crosscut saws
today! Fanno No. 30 bullsaw (USA) also good for one-man use.
Chainsaws very dangerous, need gasoline & expertise, make
noise, fumes, EMR. Do you want a wound if the grid is down?
16. Keep a suture kit and plenty of raw honey and bandages on
hand. Manuka honey is being used for keeping surgical mesh
from going septic after it has been placed in the patient. The
honey should be raw, because the enzyme-mediated antimicrobial properties are active when it's still raw. Beware honey
fraud; much of the honey labeled “raw” has been heated.
17. Realistically, achievement of Items 1–16 should be in the
context of a place that you like with people you'll get along with.
18. Please give this to ten people and ask each of them to do the
same.


REFERENCES:
[1] WARNING: IMMODEST MATERIAL; WIFE EYES ONLY.
Moderately immodest clothing in the Highlights Reel at this page:
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/videos.html
[2] WARNING: IMMODEST MATERIAL; WIFE EYES ONLY.
Video duration: 1 minute, 31 seconds.
If you are a boy or a man, please have your mother, wife, etc. play the video for you
and stop it before it gets to the part where there is very immodest material, a woman in
a bathing suit at the very end. Dictatorships know that they have to build sin into their
power structure so that the governed will always deserve tyranny; otherwise, G-d has
no reason to allow a dictatorship to continue.
https://www.facebook.com/worldeconomicforum/videos/8-predictions-for-the-world-in2030/10153920524981479/
[3] https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/shopping-i-can-t-really-remember-whatthat-is/
[4] WARNING: IMMODEST MATERIAL; WIFE EYES ONLY.
Moderately immodest clothing in the article at this page:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/worldeconomicforum/2016/11/10/shopping-i-cant-reallyremember-what-that-is-or-how-differently-well-live-in-2030/
[5] Page 45, The Impact of Science on Society (1953) by Bertrand Russell. ISBN
9781138641150. Published April 5, 2016 by Routledge.
[6] https://www.amazon.com/COVID-19-Great-Reset-KlausSchwab/dp/2940631123/ref=pd_bxgy_img_1/146-7836193-9642404?
pd_rd_w=H8WJn&pf_rd_p=c64372fa-c41c-422e-990d9e034f73989b&pf_rd_r=4PYKZADJ41K7QG6GZCE5&pd_rd_r=12a53919-1aa94378-8673-95e829d85cf4&pd_rd_wg=jMOwN&pd_rd_i=2940631123&psc=1
[7] https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/now-is-the-time-for-a-great-reset/
[8] https://www.weforum.org/videos/a-cyber-attack-with-covid-like-characteristics
[9] Laws of Fasts 1:2–3
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THE GREAT RESET:
Eliminating
private property ownership
and
medical informed consent...
...all in the name of
“public health”!
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→ World Economic Forum
→ Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
→ Johns Hopkins | Bloomberg School of Public Health |
Center for Health Security
→ A “former” CIA officer, Officer Haines


CYBER POLYGON:
The war-gaming globalists
who planned today's lockdowns,
restricted travel & trade,
shut down schools,
and implemented internet censorship
now prepare
to finalize their dictatorship
(including the elimination of cash)
in the chaos stemming from...
...a cyber attack
with
“COVID-like characteristics”!
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For more information or to find this brochure for free in PDF format
(or to read the book, which is a prerequisite and is also free in PDF format),
please visit www.InsultingConsulting.net
Hyperlinks in the PDF format versions of Insulting Consulting™ reports and printable
literature make reference-checking fast!

OCTOBER 18th, 2019:
About two months before the breathing illness was announced,
Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security hosted a “tabletop”
“simulation” of a global coronavirus pandemic, and the players
in the exercise included Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, World
Economic Forum, and a “former” CIA officer, Officer Haines.
The players at the simulation planned to shut down schools,
restrict travel and trade, and use social media/technology
companies to reduce the effect of anti-vaccine activists. They
even considered “limited internet shut-downs” for the ostensible purpose of quelling panic. [1]
The players at Event 201 appeared to conclude that limited
internet shutdowns would not be effective at quelling panic.
[1] They also talked about the possibility of government
“enforcement actions against fake news”. [1] They appeared
not to consider that censorship is unethical and is common in
dictatorships like China; instead, they appeared only to concern
themselves with the question of whether it would be effective.
One player stated: “I, personally, do not believe that trying to
shut things down, in terms of information, is either practical or
desirable. And we do have, I think, a couple of strategies that are
available to us, one of which is the flood strategy, second of
which is relying on informing and equipping trusted sources of
information with the facts, so they can then pass that on. But we
also need to actually think about a technological answer to this.”
[1] Event 201 included mock news segments from a fictional
news network, GNN.

3. “The US won't be the world's leading superpower”; “A
handful of countries will dominate”;
“You won't die waiting for an organ donor”; “We won't transplant organs”; “We'll print new ones instead”
4. “You'll eat much less meat”; “An occasional treat, not a
staple”; “For the good of the environment and our health”
5. “A billion people will be displaced by climate change”; “We'll
have to do a better job at welcoming and integrating refugees”
6. “Polluters will have to pay to emit carbon dioxide”; “There
will be a global price on carbon”; “This will help make fossil fuels
history”
7. “You could be preparing to go to Mars”; “Scientists will have
worked out how to keep you healthy in space”; “The start of a
journey to find alien life?”
8. “Western values will have been tested to the breaking point”;
“Checks and balances that underpin our democracies must not
be forgotten” [2]

That quotation from The Impact of Science on Society (1953) really
sounds a lot like the 2016 prediction made by the World Economic Forum: “You'll own nothing. And you'll be happy”.

Fleshing this out further, WEF published an article [3] which is
no longer available on their website. It was called “Welcome To
2030: I Own Nothing, Have No Privacy And Life Has Never
Been Better”. The article was republished in Forbes, but there
are immodest photographs there, so that article is designated
Wife Eyes Only. [4] The article stated that by the year 2030, the
government would make everything available for free, including
housing and everything else. Even though World Economic
Forum calls this “stakeholder capitalism,” it should be clear that
it is a high-tech form of Marxism/communism.

Some so-called “fact-checkers” may claim that World Economic
Forum doesn't have a goal of eliminating private property
ownership. This is a sneaky word-game and shouldn't fool the
reader of this tri-fold. To my knowledge, WEF doesn't have a
stated goal of eliminating private property ownership, but they
did plan the government response to an outbreak of illness, a
response in which it became against the rules/virtually illegal to
go to work for many, many people. If a nation is economically
crushed under lockdowns and governments work to make
everything available for “free,” private property ownership can
be eliminated without making a law against it. The local “library
of things” would supply rentable items, and if nobody could
afford to buy anything, capitalism would be banned without
passing a single law. Would you ask communists (WEF) and their
collaborators (e.g. Gates Foundation) for medical advice?



LET'S LOOK BACK to 1953:
Bertrand Russell wrote in his 1953 book, The Impact of Science on
Society (emphasis added):

The “players” (participants) at Event 201 planned
the entire government response to the illness.


LET'S LOOK BACK to 2016:
World Economic Forum, a UN collaborator and Event 201
participant, released its video “8 predictions for the world in the
year 2030”. [2] The video included the following statements
which were made without correct punctuation as part of the
video editing (emphasis added):
1. “You'll own nothing. And you'll be happy”
2. “Whatever you want you'll rent”; “And it'll be delivered by
drone”

“...Scientific societies are as yet in their infancy. It
may be worth while to spend a few moments in
speculating as to possible future developments of
those that are oligarchies.
It is to be expected that advances in
physiology and psychology will give governments
much more control over individual mentality
than they now have even in totalitarian countries.
Fichte laid it down that education should aim at
destroying free will, so that, after pupils have left
school, they shall be incapable, throughout the
rest of their lives, of thinking or acting otherwise
than as their schoolmasters would have wished.
But in his day this was an unattainable ideal; what
he regarded as the best system in existence produced Karl Marx. In the future, such failures are
not likely to occur where there is dictatorship. Diet,
injections and injunctions will combine, from a
very early age, to produce the sort of character
and the sort of beliefs that the authorities
consider desirable, and any serious criticism of
the powers that be will become psychologically
impossible. Even if all are miserable, all will
believe themselves happy, because the government will tell them that they are so...” [5]



JULY 9th, 2020:
World Economic Forum released its book COVID-19: The Great
Reset [6] and explained on its website that the global coronavirus
pandemic is providing an opportunity for a great reset of the
capitalist economy (translation: the end of capitalism). [7]
When governments agree to shut down/intentionally destroy
their own economies in order to get everyone “on the dole”/on
welfare/receiving relief checks/receiving stimulus checks from
the government, that is communism on an international scale.

The article [4] which fleshes out the WEF predictions for the year
2030 very closely resembles Brave New World by Aldous Huxley
and 1984 by George Orwell. What was the purpose of being
assigned these books in high school as required reading if we
would not see that our society has become a spitting image of
those dystopian novels right before our eyes?


JULY 2021:
World Economic Forum conducts Cyber Polygon, a simulation of
what it calls a “cyber-attack with COVID-like characteristics.”
Does that mean the response would be similar? From the video:
“...The only way to stop the exponential propagation of a COVID-like cyber threat is to fully
disconnect the millions of vulnerable devices
from one another and from the internet. All of
this in a matter of days...” [8]
Would such an attack supply a believable opportunity for the
“limited internet shutdowns” and “enforcement actions against
fake news” that were considered in the course of Event 201?
Would it destroy the power grid, making 'rescue' camps (an even
greater threat) for starving Americans very plausible?


